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Abstract—Electromagnetic actuators have been widely used in diesel engines, and its dynamic characteristics seriously affect the working performance of controlled objects. The research about the effect of structure parameters of electromagnetic actuators acting on its dynamic characteristics are introduced in many papers, but the effects of the number of coils and the control circuit are rarely studied. Therefore, in this paper, the dynamic model of the electromagnetic actuator for diesel engines is established and calibrated with experimental data. The affects of parameters such as the number of windings, the reset spring, and control circuit acting on dynamic characteristics of electromagnetic actuator are analyzed. Those research results can help to optimize the design of electromagnetic actuators.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic actuators have been widely used in diesel engines, such as speed electromagnetic actuators which are used in position control of mechanical pump in electronic controlled diesel engines\cite{1}, high speed solenoid valves and flow control valves which are used to control the injection timing of fuel and cycle injection quantity of high pressure oil pump respectively in the common rail fuel system of diesel engines\cite{2}, electromagnetic actuators are used for the control of mechanical vibration in diesel engines, etc.. The dynamic and static characteristics of electromagnetic actuators seriously affect the control result of controlled devices, and the static characteristics and dynamic characteristics of electromagnetic actuators are closely related. In most cases, the dynamic characteristics of electromagnetic actuators are paid more attention in order to get a good control result. Therefore, many scholars had done much research on the impact of parameters on the dynamic characteristics of electromagnetic actuators. Such as Tao Zhijian analyzed the effect of parameters such as driving voltage, pre-tightening force, coil resistance and turns acting on the response characteristics of an electromagnetic gas valve\cite{3}. Zhang Yuanchang analyzed the dynamic characteristics of a solenoid valve under the different parameters of inlet cavity size, the main valve spring stiffness, and dynamic damping hole size when the valve is power off\cite{4}. Xu Haicheng discussed electromagnetic force of a flow control solenoid valve at the different coil window size and location, material and thickness of armature\cite{5}]. Moreover, in literature\cite{6-8}, the modeling and dynamic characteristics of electromagnetic actuators were also analyzed.

Dynamic analysis on electromagnetic actuators has done much, but the research about the effects of the control circuit and the number of coil is done rarely. In this paper, the model of an electromagnetic actuator for diesel engines is built and calibrated, and the influence of single, double coil, and the control circuit to the dynamic characteristics of the electromagnetic actuator are researched.

II. THE STRUCTURE AND PRINCIPLE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC ACTUATOR

The electromagnetic actuator for diesel engine speed governing is the drive mechanism of oil pump in an electronically controlled diesel engine. The actuator can transform control signal to mechanical motion and drive rack to move straightly, and adjust the injection quantity of oil pump, which adapts to the changes of speed and load of the controlled diesel engine. The basic structure of the electromagnetic actuator is as shown in Fig.1.

![Figure 1. Structure of the actuator](image)

According to the structure and principle of the electromagnetic actuator, the multi-physics simulation model is established using Ansoft software. The magnetic field finite element model of electromagnetic actuator is created in the Ansoft/Maxwell environment, and in Fig.2, magnetic field distribution of the electromagnetic actuator under the condition of 24V voltage and the maximum stroke is shown, which do not reach saturate. The mechanical motion and circuit control model of electromagnetic actuator is established in the Ansoft/Simplore environment, and the model is shown in
Fig. 3. The control circuit is consistent with the actual testing circuit. Using the co-simulation of Maxwell and Simplore software, dynamic characteristics of the electromagnetic actuator are analyzed.

Fig. 2. The actuator magnetic distribution map

III. PARAMETERS IDENTIFICATION OF SIMULATION MODEL

A. Dynamic response time measurement

In order to ensure the accuracy of the simulation results, the model need be calibrated. So the experiments and data acquisition device of the actuator were established as shown in Fig. 4. The electromagnetic actuator was turned on and off suddenly to 24V voltage, and to measure the displacement of the actuator. Meanwhile, a sampling resistance 0.1Ω was connect in the test circuit in series, and its current was measured.

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are the dynamic response curves of the actuator when 24V voltage was suddenly turned on and off, respectively. In the Figs, the upper curve is the change of current, and the lower curve is the change of armature position. By measuring the interval time between the moment that current begins to change and the moment that armature returns its original position, the dynamic response time is 56.4ms when 24V voltage was suddenly turned on. Similarly, By measuring the interval time between the moment that the current begins to change and the moment that armature returns its original position, the dynamic response time is 130ms when 24V voltage was suddenly turned on.

Fig. 5. Dynamic response voltage curve of loading 24V

Fig. 6. Dynamic response curve of unloading 24V voltage

According to the structure and parameters of the actuator, initial parameters are setup and simulated. The experimental dynamic response curves are used to modify the simulation model. When the model parameters are as shown in Table. 1, the simulation curves are as shown in Fig. 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameters</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spring stiffness(N/m)</td>
<td>3550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-tightening force(N)</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strike of armature (mm)</td>
<td>0-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mass of armature (kg)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turns of Coil1</td>
<td>605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resistance of Coil1(Ω)</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turns of Coil2</td>
<td>585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resistance of Coil 2(Ω)</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the Fig7, it can be gotten that the dynamic response time is 125ms when 24V voltage is on suddenly, the dynamic response time is 52ms when 24V voltage is off suddenly. Compared with the experimental data, the error of the dynamic response times is within 8%, so, the model can be used for analysis.

IV. ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

A. Effects of pre-tightening force and stiffness of spring

We can know from the mechanical motion equation, the pre-tightening force of the spring has two impacts on dynamic response characteristics of the actuator. When the pre-tightening force and spring stiffness are increased, the resistance force is increased, and the response time is longer while the 24V voltage is suddenly acted. The response time is shorter while the 24V voltage is suddenly turned off, because the reset force is increased.

Fig.8 shows the response curves of 60N、80N and 100N pre-tightening force when 24V voltage is suddenly turned on and off. When 24V voltage is suddenly turned on, the response times are 115, 125 and 130ms, respectively. When 24V voltage is suddenly turned off, the response times were 60, 52 and 48ms. Fig.9 shows the response curves of 3000N/m, 3500N/m and 4000N/m spring stiffness, when 24V voltage is suddenly turned on and off.

In addition, the pre-tightening force and spring stiffness will seriously affect the static characteristics, so in the actual, it is very difficult to only optimize the reset spring to satisfy the static characteristics and response time.

B. Effects of single and double coils

The electromagnetic actuator uses dual-coil. In order to study the response times of single coil and double coils, changes the coil of the model from double coils to single coil. The turn number of the single coil is set 1185 as the dual-coil, and the resistance is set according to two cases, 2.9Ω and 5.8Ω. The simulation results are shown in Fig.10, the left curve is for resistance 2.9Ω, and the right curve is for 5.8Ω.
When the resistance is 2.9 Ω, response time of 24V voltage sudden turning on is 185ms, and response time of 24V voltage sudden turning off is 55ms. When the resistance is 5.8 Ω, response time of 24V voltage suddenly turning on is 280ms, and response time of 24V voltage suddenly turning off is 52ms. Therefore, the dynamic response of single coil is longer than double coils.

In actual, if the same wire is used, with the same number of turns, the resistance of single coil is 2 times the double coils. Therefore, if the voltage source is used to control actuators, double coils have a better response time than single coil.

C. Control circuit

Mutation of the coil current will produce a reversal electromotive force. In order to protect the driver transistor, a freewheeling diode is needed to connect to the coil circuit in series, as shown in Fig.3.

In order to study the influence of the freewheeling diode on the dynamic characteristics of the actuators, the freewheeling diode is serially connected with a resistor R2, and its resistance is set to 0 and 6. The dynamic response curves of the actuator at 24V voltage suddenly turning on and off are as shown in Fig.11.

From Fig.11, there are no effects on the dynamic response time in the opening process, but at the 24V voltage suddenly turning off, the response time is 52ms (as shown in Fig.2) when there is not freewheeling diode in the control circuit. With the freewheeling diode in the control circuit, when R2=0 Ω, the response time is 85ms, and when R2=6 Ω, the response time is 55ms. Of course, it is because the reverse current is consumed by the resistance, and the response time is shorter.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper, Simplorer and Maxwell are used to build the co-simulation platform of the dynamic model of an electromagnetic actuator. The influence of parameters on dynamic characteristics of the actuator is analyzed, and gets the following conclusion:

(1) Because the dynamic response time in open process is larger than in the closing process, the spring parameters of stiffness and pre-tightening force have more severe effect on dynamic response time of the actuator in open process than in the closing process. The effects of stiffness and pre-tightening force on dynamic response time of the actuator are opposite to it in the closing process. Therefore, it can’t simultaneously meet the requirement of reducing the response time of the actuator in the opening and closing process time with the way of only changing the two parameters.

(2) If controlled by voltage source parallel mode and with the same turns of winding, the resistance of multi-coil is less than that of single coil, and smaller inductance, so in opening process, the dynamic response time of multi-coil is far less than that of single coil, but in the closing process, there is not obvious different.

(3) There is a significant effect on the dynamic response time of the electromagnetic actuator in control circuit. In actual, a resistance is connect to freewheeling diode in series will effectively reduce the time of dynamic characteristics of actuator in closing process.
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